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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jackson, Donald 
Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:01 PM 
Muller, David; Steely, Chris 

FW: Appeal 

CCS-059 

Attachments: Region II Comments on Finalized Panel Recommendations (MAB) rev 2 

120CT2012.docx 

Please review the attached and prepare to discuss. I would like to have a conference call at 
gam on Monday morning (10/22). Please let me know if you are available, and what number 
you will be at.. .. 1 will try to conference through my new phone!! 

Very Respectfully, 

@O,n,fi,ckMYI'I> 
Chief- Region I, Operations Branch 
(610) 337-5306 

From: McHale, John 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 11:22 AM 
To: Jackson, Donald 
Subject: Appeal 

Don, 

Region 2's feedback on the panel outcome is attached. As expected, they disagree with 
dismissal of some of the errors and reaffirm their original position on those. They also 
recommend placement of some of the additional errors the panel identified under a different 
rating factor and dropping others. What I think will be critical to the overall outcome is the RF 
assignment ofthe second error related to Scenario 7, Event 3, TE-0130 fails low (original 
comment 21/panel report p. 25/attached R-2 feedback item G). With that shift, plus the PORV 
critical error, the failure would be sustained based on Control Board Ops and dismissing the 
Tave, SI block, and immediate action comm. errors probably don't matter. 

I recommend you share with your team and call Mark Bates to discuss any questions and 
determine if anything provided changes any of your recommendations. 

Please call to discuss if you'd like. 

Jack 


